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Introduction

The correlative facet of pragmatics and semiotics has first been suggested by Morris (1971), who defined pragmatics as a part of semiotics that focuses on the study of the relationship between signs, speakers and listeners. In the same vein, Peirce and Buchler (1955) emphasise the function of a pragmatic component in the sign identification, which results from its use in the system of rules shared by the community. Wittgenstein presented the same idea in an even more exaggerated pragmatic formulation, equating the sign meaning with its use (Arutyunova and Gutner, 2002). Thus, it is rather traditional for semiotic studies to single out the pragmatic aspect of semiotics. In a framework of the cognitive-discursive paradigm, the so-called pragmatic turn of semiotics consists of introducing the speaker into discursive
semiosis as one of the latter’s component. Discourse itself becomes one of the semiotic concepts while emphasising its function in social values construction and maintenance.

Meanwhile, despite the pragmatic turn in philosophy and linguistics since the second half of the 20th century, the problem of the semiotic aspect of pragmatics has not attracted the attention of researchers. Although the term “pragma-semiotics” is sometimes used in linguistic research, it comes down to understanding how the text acquires meaning through various semiotic resources, that is, again addresses the pragmatic facet of semiotics: “The central concern of pragma-semiotics is to discover ways in which a given text can generate a range of meanings” (Watson and Hill, 1993, p. 193).

The semiotic facet of pragmatics still remains an unexplored problem of both the pragmatic and semiotic studies. There are several reasons for this. First, it is difficult to prove certain signifying properties of pragmatic devices on the basis of understanding the sign exclusively as a conventional, conditional and unmotivated symbolic sign. As Berger (1999) points out, the problem of meaning arises from the fact that the relation between the signifier and the signified is arbitrary and conventional. At the same time, the politeness strategies, speech acts and other pragmatic phenomena are more likely to reveal an indexical or iconic type of motivation with their signified. To some extent, the iconic and indexical properties of particular pragmatic phenomena have been studied within social semiotics approach (Badir, 2017; Burr, 2003; Dunn and Neumann, 2016; Hodge, 2009; Holzscheiter, 2014; Kress, 2010; Van Leeuwen, 2005) to discourse analysis implying certain isomorphism between the model of signification set by dominant discourse and anticipated strategies and roles of communicators. In this sense, configuration of particular discursive strategies is pragmatically indexical for certain ideology regarding the institutional discourse, metonymically involving the whole discourse as a certain mode of signification. Some insight into the matter was also offered by Parret, arguing that strategies are the discourse regularities externalised by a communicative competence (Parret, 1983) as well as by the ideas of discourse iconism, suggested by Bordron (2011).

The second argument against signifying properties of pragmatic devices relates to the fundamental structuralist premise about the systematic character of the linguistic sign, entering in structural interrelations – syntagmatic, paradigmatic and hierarchical. In their traditional understanding, such links are difficult to apply to pragmatic phenomena due to: (a) their heterogeneity; (b) their communicative-discursive nature, which make their structuring dependent on discursive semiosis while the problem of discourse as a structure is no less controversial (some ideas of discourse structure have been advanced in Kravchenko, 2017).

However, interchangeability of different pragmatic devices in connotating the same situations (see Kravchenko 2017, 2017a, 2017b; Kravchenko and Pasternak, 2018; Kravchenko and Blidchenko-Najko, 2020) suggests some type of their structural relations based on such devices’ structural isomorphism to the signified situation. On the other hand, one pragmatic device may trigger the other/others, which bears some resemblance to syntagmatic links. For example, face wishes related to negative politeness trigger the flouting of the cooperative maxim of quantity of information (redundancy of information due to hedges, pre-sequences, conditional constructions, etc.). In its turn, it results in conversational implicature, which is often the basis for inferencing the primary illocutionary force (the peculiarity of the structural relationships between sign-like pragmatic devices is studied below).

The third and the soundest argument against semiotic features of pragmatic devices deals with the difficulty of explicating the sign-like pragmatic devices (SLPDs) in the framework of the traditional definition of sign as a triadic quality. An attempt to substantiate the SLPDs’ specificity as the signifiers for the connotated signified of the particular type of situations is undertaken in the theoretical-methodological section of this paper.
Thus, due to its controversy and debatability, the problem of studying certain semiotic characteristics of pragmatic phenomena remains unexplored both in the framework of the structural and functional paradigms. At the same time, the very attempt to present this problem determines, in our opinion, the novelty of the topic and its relevance for linguistic pragmatics and linguistic semiotics. The relevance of the study is that it meets the integrative and interdisciplinary challenge of the present-day functional paradigm, by introducing the semiotic facet into pragmatic research and, thus, contributing to the problem of isomorphism between regularities of pragmatic behaviour and social cultural (in spoken communication) and ideological (in institutional discourse) codes.

The purpose of the study is to present a new concept of sign-like pragmatic devices in the totality of their iconic/indexical, pragmatic and formal-structural properties manifesting SLPDs’ isomorphism to the connotatum of the particular type of situations they signify. With that in mind, the multifaceted research objectives are as follows: (a) to specify the sign-like pragmatic devices, regularly associated with particular situations; (b) to classify SLPDs based on the specifics of their motivation by the structural properties of the situational connotatum; (c) to identify the types of the structural relationship between sign-like pragmatic devices (SLPD).

Based on the subject and objectives of the study, the theoretical-methodological background of the research encompasses five principal premises: 1) the traditional notion of sign as a triadic quality and how pragmatic signs fit into such a definition; 2) the social code nature of sign-like pragmatic devices; 3) the orders of signification, including two levels of connotation, in view of additional, implicit and situationally/contextually bound pragmatic meanings; 4) the reinterpretation of the main criterion of sign; and 5) denotative concept of utterance.

A generally accepted point of view in semiotics is the idea of signs as a triadic quality composed of physical facet (e.g., word, non-verbal kinetic, tacesic, etc. signs), the entity it refers to (e.g., object, situation, concept), and the meaning of the sign as understood by an interpreter (Peirce, 1931–58). Sign-like pragmatic devices, considered in this vein, are structurally based on verbal signs, which in this case perform the function of a signifier of an additional (non-denotative) meaning, which is actually pragmatic. However, the pragmatic meaning in itself may serve as a signifier for other levels of connotation (see below). For example, the exercitive I demote to a lower appointment, apart from denotative information about a change in the employee’s position, signifies the authoritative status of the speaker and in a more general framework relates to a particular social-cultural code signifying the situations of exercising the power and authority. In other words, the speech act of the exercitive is used here (and in other situations) as a signifier of two connotative signified.

Accordingly, the specificity of signification through pragmatic devices is associated with yet another theoretical and methodological premise of our study, that is, with the concept of three levels of signification presented by Barthes (1987), which are further developed by social semiotics and discourse analysis.

As far as pragmatics deals with additional, implicit, situationally/contextually based meanings, it is logical to associate such meanings with the connoted rather than denoted signified of the situation it refers to. According to Barthes, in addition to denotation, there are two other levels/orders of signification. At the level of connotation (which constitutes a second-order of signification), the denotative sign is used as a signifier of the connotative signified. Therefore, connotation is understood as a particular sign resulted from a denotative sign signifier. In the third (mythological or ideological) order of signification, the sign reflects ma-
jor culturally-variable concepts related to a certain worldview. In this connection, the ideas of Barthes are in line with the definition of connotatum, introduced by Vandamme (1972, p. 49): “The connotatum indicates how significatum is connected with the model of the world for a particular person (or group) at a particular time.”

For example, a hedge Paris told me in Paris told me that you are going to move to another country, viewed from the pragmatic framework, indicates the speaker’s adherence to the maxim of quality of information. The denotative sign referring to the source of information signifies here an additional meaning of shifting responsibility for the accuracy of the information to Paris. Besides, a hedged/indirect way of information request used instead of a direct question reduces a threat/imposition to the interlocutor’s face. Thus, the hedge here performs the function of both a denotative and pragmatic (connotative) device. Moreover, this second level of signification relates, in its turn, to a particular cultural code of politeness (mitigate the face threats) and cooperation (adherence to quality maxim) displaying in such a way the third (cultural codes) level of signification. Roughly speaking, the connotated pragmatic meaning metonymically evokes the whole frame of negative/distance politeness, embodied by the concept of privacy, as well as a frame cooperation.

The idea of certain signifying properties of pragmatic devices is also supported by the cultural-coding nature of the connotative meaning based on the communicators’ gained social rules, that is, conventions of politeness, cooperation, relevance, etc. As Silverman points out, cultural codes provide a connotational framework since they are “organized around key oppositions and equations”, each term being “aligned with a cluster of symbolic attributes” (Silverman, 1983, p. 36).

In this connection, typologies of different signs, included in social codes (Chandler, 2007), are of certain importance for our study. In addition to verbal signs, such codes encompass paralinguistic, bodily (bodily contact, proximity, physical orientation, appearance, facial expression, gaze, head nods, gestures and posture), behavioural (protocols, rituals, role playing, games) and other means of signification.

Sign-like pragmatic devices are very close in their functions to behavioural sings, constituting a part of the social-cultural code, since, similar to rituals, role playing and games (Collins, 2004; Goffman, 1983), they are predictable, renewable and strongly associated with the type of the situation they refer to. In this sense, the universal pragmatics of politeness and cooperation are essentially a set of interconnected pragmatic social codes. Such codes are related to the situation by two-way relationships: their use involves the situation with the corresponding further scenario of the participants’ communicative behaviour and, vice versa, the situation predicts a set of pragmatic codes.

This type of correlation is confirmed in particular by one of the latest researches, evidencing some isomorphism between the different types of pragmatic devices in the act of justification and specifics of embarrassing situations it refers to. Thus, justification-repair of the own face-threatening act (in situations of refusal, disagreement, disapproval and rejection) is aimed at restoring the already damaged interlocutor’s face. Consequently, it is more complex pragmatically in comparison with justification-prevention of the face threat (in situations of requests, suggestions or advice).

Since in our study the connotated signified is considered at the level of a situation, one of the premises of the research relies on the denotative concept of the utterance. According to this approach, “the referent of the utterance is the situation” (Gak, 1972, p. 358; Paducheva, 1985), defined both on the mental and real/reality levels. Denotatum of the utterance refers to a class of similar situations. Correspondingly, as a sign, the utterance has its signifier and sig-
nified. In this connection, the concept of a situational signified is intersected, in our opinion, with the concept of a pragmeme, introduced by Mey (2001) to denote a general situational prototype realised through individual pragmatic acts. In its turn, the notion of a general situational prototype correlates with the concept of a situation-type as the perceptions of situations and beliefs about situations, which include all the objects, properties, and relationships represented in the statement. This concept was defined within the framework of the situation semantics developed by Barwise and Perry (1983) and Stojanovic (2012).

However, besides the denotative facet, the utterance meaning may encompass modal, social, evaluative, etc. aspects that are also isomorphic to the signified situation, not as semantic, but as pragmatic meanings. Based on Barthes’ idea of different levels of signification, outlined above, particular pragmatic phenomena are hypothesised in research as the signifier for the signified, i.e., the connotative attribute of the class of the “embarrassing” situation.

In view of iconical and indexical properties of SLPDs, the last theoretical-methodological premise important for our study deals with the interpretation of the main criterion of the “sign” nature of different phenomena.

Interpreting the theory of Peirce, Melnikov (2013) observes that the classification of signs primarily relies on the source of an association between an internal sign and an internal denotatum, i.e., between the X’ image and the Y’ image. Based on this consideration, the scholar concludes that the parameter of conventionality has no grounds to be a criterion when deciding on the sign nature of a certain phenomenon. The most important here is the fact of the external motivation of the sign by the properties of the denotatum it refers to, or in other words, some renewable (usual) associations between the objects or situations and their signs (Melnikov, 2013).

In view of this, it is important to emphasise some regular correspondences between the types of the situation and the prototype set of pragmatic tools associated with it. Such a correlation suggests that these tools are marked by certain features of indexicality (indicating the same association with particular situations) and iconicity (being motivated by some properties of the situation).

To identify the sign-like properties of pragmatic devices, we relied on a qualitative approach, which consists of identifying, specifying, explaining and theoretical justification of the iconic and indexical properties of pragmatic phenomena regularly associated with the connotated characteristics of the signified situation. The qualitative approach, primarily focused on multiple realities, is in line with the multi-criteria analysis of SLPDs from the viewpoint of their significative, structural and proper pragmatic (face saving) properties (for basics of qualitative research see Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Silverman, 2001; Strauss and Corbin, 1990).

The material under consideration has encompassed the dialogues taken from fiction, films, and business communication, which exemplify the SLPDs motivation by the connotated attributes of situations they signify. Heterogeneous material has been deliberately selected from various genres and within different chronological frames to show the invariant and systematic correlation between SLPDs and the connotated situational signified, regardless of variables of genre, chronology, individual writing style that usually affect pragmatics.

Data analysis involved five consecutive stages. At the first stage of research, we explore Melnikov’s (2013), Barthes’ (1987) and other semioticians’ (Badir, 2017; Berger, 1999; Bordron, 2011; Hodge, 2009; Kress, 2010; Parret, 1983; Silverman, 1983) key concepts to show how they can be applied to the analysis of pragmatic phenomena.

The second stage involves the selection of samples of speech situations, marked by dispre-
ferred speech moves. In conversational-analytical framework, dispreferred actions are defined as particular speech moves that cause some discomfort (García, 1989; Heinrichsmeier, 2020), are marked and unanticipated, that is, they do not meet the expectations of the hearer in the given situation (Battistella, 1996). Wherein, unpredictability is not perceived in the perspective of any personal preference, but in terms of the degree of compliance with the general norms of a particular culture and the conventional expectations associated with a particular situation (Levinson, 1983; Yule, 1996). For example, disagreement is usually perceived by native English speakers as an unwanted and dispreferred reaction (Pomerantz, 1984), in addition to refusal, rejection of advice, requests, suggestions, as well as other speech moves that indicate psychological confusion, misunderstanding, etc. Thus, the samples were selected according to the criterion of their markedness by dispreferred speech moves, which from the viewpoint of face and politeness correlate with a certain degree of threat to the face of either of the participants.

The third stage of the analysis relied on the assumption that the main feature of dispreferred speech moves is their structural complexity (in contrast to unmarked preferential moves) (see Levinson, 1983; Yule, 1996; Kravchenko and Blidchenko-Naiko, 2020), which are marked by pauses, other hesitation markers, pre-sequencing before introducing a dispreferred course, apologising, expressing gratitude, self-correction, pseudo-consent before expressing disagreement, means of indirectness, hedging, mitigation, etc. Based on this, this stage consists of identification of the markers of non-preferentiality and their explanation in the framework of negative politeness strategies, cooperative maxims flouting, conversational implicatures, and illocution of indirect inferential speech acts. Consequently, at this stage of analysis, the paper employs a set of explanatory tools provided by the face and politeness theory (Brown and Levinson, 1987; Johnson et al., 2004; Leech, 2014), speech acts theory (Austin, 1962; McGowan, 2009), as well as Grice’s and neo-Gricean inferential pragmatics (Bach, 2010; Braun, 2011; Grice, 1975).

Identification of negative politeness strategies was based on detecting the markers, regularly associated with distancing and scaling down the imposition, i.e., hedging, generalisation, obviating structures, impersonal structures, etc. Grice’s and neo-Gricean inferential pragmatics were employed for identification of the cooperative maxims flouting and calculating the conversational implicatures (Grice, 1975), triggered by such flouting. In particular, implicature inferencing relies on a shared conventional (language) code of participants, their background knowledge as well as awareness of the linguistic context of usage (co-text), provided that the communicators adhere to the principle of cooperation. The latter means that by means of conversational implicatures communicators seek to restore a semantic gap resulting from the violation of cooperative maxims of quantity, quality, relevance and manner of information.

The method of speech act theory was involved to identify indirect speech acts, as regularly associated with dispreferred and face-threatening speech situations. To infer the speaker’s illocution, we also partly relied on the form/function pragmatics, aimed at identifying the pragmatic meanings, conventionally associated with specific linguistic expressions (Ariel, 2012).

The fourth stage of analysis consisted of the identification of regularities between the type of situations, pragmatic phenomena conventionally associated with this type, and verbal markers regularly triggering the same pragmatic phenomena in similar situations. Speaking of the type of situations, we refer to their connotative, additional characteristics, since pragmatic meanings are complementary to the information encoded by verbal signs. For example, an act of request denotes the situation of a request but at the same time connotes the meaning embarrassing to ask. At this stage of the study, pragmatic phenomena that are
Results and Discussion

Signifying Properties of Pragmatic Phenomena

In addition to the totality of nominative signs that signify the situation, connotative information about the situation can be conveyed through pragmatic phenomena, which are regularly associated with types of situations, reproducing their structural features. Thus, the awkwardness of the situation is iconically reproduced by the piling up of corresponding pragmatic devices, i.e., face-saving strategies of negative politeness, including pre-sequences, avoidance strategies, disclaimers, etc., as well as violation of the maxim of information due to additional verbal moves of excuse, explanation, apology, etc. as in (1).

(1) ‘This man,’ he said, ‘the business with this man –’ ‘Yes?’ said Grace. Did – did everyone know about it? I mean was it common knowledge?’ (Vincenzi, 2006, p. 528).

A suspicion of someone’s wrongdoing is face-threatening for both the suspect and the one who suspects (in case the latter is mistaken). Therefore, the delicacy of the situation is reproduced by negative politeness strategies of using hedges (I mean), questioning, the obviating structures (was it common knowledge?), cooperative maxims violation (a speaker is quite obscure about a person in question, thus, flouting the maxim of style; moreover, the speaker does not disclose all information he holds, violating then the maxim of quantity). Maxim flouting results in implicature about unreliability of the person in question.

It is worth underscoring here the difference between the connotated and denoted signified of the situation exemplified by (1). The implicature actuated due to pragmatic devices (negative politeness strategies and maxim violation) constitutes the part of information about the situational denotatum just reporting it in an implicit way.

However, the connotated signified relates to such an additional attribute of the situation as its delicacy. That particular attribute is iconically associated with a usual set of SLPDs reflecting the delicate situation complexity/sensitivity from the socio-psychological viewpoint (or the dispreferred situation, to use the conversational-analytical term). The complexity of the situation is iconically reproduced by complicated pragmatics, which manifests itself (a) as a quantitative accumulation of pragmatic devices; (b) as a complication of the inference process based on conversational implicatures and/or illocution of indirect inferential speech acts.

Some iconicity features are revealed by SLPDs associated with the situation of somebody’s reproaching. Being dispreferred and face damaging for both interlocutors, it regularly bases on cooperative maxims flouting resulting in conversational implicature. This structural complication iconically reflects the speaker’s embarrassment to convey the face-threatening information in an explicit way as in (2).
(2) Darling Patrick, don’t be silly. You know perfectly well our jobs are equally important.


In (3), a connotation of delicacy is conveyed by hedges (Don’t you think, sometimes), euphemism (flexibility), generalised expression (in these things), questioning, impersonal structure (there has to be) and other negative politeness means lessening the damage to the interlocutor’s face. It also results in quantity and manner maxim violation (based on the structural complication of the act of reproach by above negative politeness means) triggering the conversational implicature you are not flexible.

(3) Don’t you think, sometimes, there has to be flexibility in these things? (Vincenzi, 2014, p. 237).

Moreover, an above utterance exemplifies a transposed speech act (for the difference between transposed and non-transposed acts, see Kravchenko, 2017b), whose primary illocutionary force be more flexible relies on the conversational implicature you are not flexible. Accordingly, the complication of the process of the implicature-based illocution inference mitigates the face-damaging impact of the directive to an even greater extent.

The regular correlations between situations and the associated pragmatic devices suggest the latter possible motivation by certain properties of situations and, correspondingly, their sign-like nature. With that in mind, the paper makes a supposition about a particular semiotic aspect of pragmatic phenomena, which may be specified as sign-like pragmatic devices. SLPDs convey some information about the connotated component of the situation, and in some cases, this kind of information is even more important than the nominative one.

Types of Motivation: Iconical, Indexical and Symbolic Properties of Pragmatic Devices

In conversational discourse, there are some evident manifestations of pragmatic iconicity as a structural similarity between the characteristics of the situation and its appropriate pragmatics, as exemplified in (1–3).

Let us provide some other examples of iconic SLPDs. In particular, the situation of request is regularly associated with idiomatic indirect acts. Such associations rely on iconic motivation, since any request is somehow face-damaging both for a listener (being urged to perform some action) and for a speaker (who risks being refused). Therefore, the pragmatics mirroring such a sensitive matter should ideally include two components: the directive act of request itself and its simultaneous mitigation providing the listener with an alternative whether to perform or not to perform an action and/or mitigating the consequences of the possible denial for the speaker. Correspondingly, an idiomatic indirect act combines both directive illocution and its mitigating component, structurally corresponding to the whimperative (interrogative directive) as in (4–8).

(4) Would you stop looking around you, and keep your eye on the stage? He’s about to kill her (Ahern, 2008, p. 287).

(5) Can you pinch me please so I can make sure I’m not dreaming? (Lewis, 2011, p. 4).

(6) The Prince: Captain, would you be so kind as to investigate? (Branagh, 2015).

(7) Would you be so kind as to bring my little desk here? (Nair, 2004).

(8) Ruby would you mind showing our guest upstairs to his room, please? (Ditter, 2014).

Moreover, this type of speech acts reveals, in our opinion, some symbolic properties: being regularly (usually) associated with the situation of the request, idiomatic acts are deprived
of any formal indicators of the illocutionary function (on the contrary, they contain indicators intended for marking other illocutionary purposes). Correspondingly, conditionality and conventionality of these acts suggest their specific symbolic properties.

It is worth noting that there is a certain dependence between, on the one hand, the idiomaticity and, on the other hand, the non-conventionality of request and corresponding pragmatic devices. The less idiomatic and more unexpected the request is, the more iconically complicated its mitigating part will be as in (9).


Directive illocutionary force ("write about us in the book") is significantly mitigated here by the modal verb might, question form, as well as the markers of indefiniteness lessening the imposition, i.e., the indefinite article a and the adverbial modifier sometime as a temporal deixis denoting some indefinite time.

Structural iconicity motivates another SLPDs property – their indexicality. Thus, in (1–3; 9), negative politeness, indirect inferential speech acts, etc. become the usual indexes of sensitive situations. Apologising is usually indexed by negative politeness marked by mitigation (modal verb in I couldn't be there, hesitation pause I... I, lexical filler well, used for the purpose of hesitation, apologising intensifier in I sure am sorry, etc., as in (10).

(10) But, well, a couple weeks ago, I... I had to have an operation on my back. Fact is, I've been in bed a couple weeks, and, well, I sure am sorry I couldn't be there tonight (Abraham, 2015).

Speech acts of the exercitive (according to classification by Austin) index the situations of exercising the powers and authority (in Austin’s own words, an exercitive speech act “is an assertion of influence or exercising of power” (1962, p. 163)). At the same time, these speech acts are indexical for the social-communicative roles of a person in a position of authority (McGowan, 2009) as in (11–12).

(11) We declare Knox, Amanda Marie, and Sollecito, Raffaele guilty of the crimes charged. They are convicted to a sentence of 26 years in prison for Knox and a sentence of 25 years for Sollecito (Blackhurst, 2016).

(12) Reverend: By virtue of the authority vested in me, I now pronounce you husband and wife. You may kiss the bride” (Shyer, 1991).

**Structural Relationships between Sign-Like Pragmatic Devices**

Sign-like pragmatic devices can be used interchangeably in signifying a certain situational connotatum, that is, different SLPDs can be associated with the same situation and, vice versa, one SLPD may structurally/iconically correspond to several situations (strategies of negative politeness iconically reproduce both the awkwardness of the situation of refusal or denial, and the delicacy of the communication between people unequal in status). In this regard, a parallel is drawn with linguistic signs, manifesting the law of asymmetric dualism, when the same denotata can be indicated by different signs and, conversely, one sign can denote different denotata (in our case, the pragmatic information about the situation is connotated by different SLPDs and, vice versa, one SLPD refers to different situations with an isomorphic connotatum).

The interaction of various pragmatic parameters, indexing a specific situation, can be explained by their common cognitive basis. The situation of request as in (4–8; 9) bases on the pragmatic potential of the concepts of the other’s autonomy and self-protection, which de-
termine, in their turn, the two-faceted connotative signified. In the same vein, the situation of refusal (to an offer, to an invitation, to the request) (Drew et al., 2016) relates to the concepts of personal space (which determines the semantic and intentional component of the refusal strategy) and good manners (responsible for the formal arrangement of strategy in accordance with negative politeness of non-imposition). For instance, in (13), the refusal (maintaining the refuser personal space) involves the combination of negative (better as a mitigation means) and positive (darling conveying a sense of endearment) politeness markers.

(13) *D’y*ou want me to say good night to you in the passage? I’ll just come in for a minute.

‘Better not, darling’, she said with quiet dignity (Maugham, 1957, p. 53).

In (14), refusal is arranged by a set of pragmatic phenomena aimed at satisfying both interlocutors’ faces since, as Johnson et al. argue (2004), refusals can threaten both the positive and negative face of the refuser, and the positive face of the requester.

(14) Do you have plans tonight?

Tonight?

I have another surprise for you.

Ah... you know what? Not a good night for me. I gotta work, of all things (Petrie, 2003).

The refuser face wishes base on the primary refusal illocution of his compound speech act, composed of three semantic parts: dispreferred move input + indirect refusal + explanation. The dispreferred/facet/face threatening nature of the subsequent act is marked by the hesitation pause (Ah...) and the meta-communicative phrase (you know what?), also used for the purpose of hesitation. The inviter’s face is satisfied by the combination of negative and positive politeness strategies. The negative politeness involves indirectness, mitigation and hedging. The indirectness aimed at the inviter’s face satisfaction is provided by reporting the face-threatening act of refusal in an implicit way (by means of conversational implicature I can’t go this night resulting from the quality maxim flouting). In addition, in his negative sentence, the refuser focuses not so much on the invitation itself as on his personal circumstances. This focus further mitigates his refusal and implies such a missing component of the refusal strategy as postponement (I join you next time). The refuser also employs some positive politeness markers to shorten the distance with the requester by the use of ellipsis (Not a good night for me; you know what?) and slang (I gotta work) as in-group identity marker.

Similar to linguistic signs, the SLPDs enter into structural relations with other pragmatic phenomena. In this connection, we identify the syntagmatic-like and paradigmatic-like type of SLPDs links. The SLPD paradigmatic relations are associated with pragmatic devices interchangeability while signifying (connoting) the same situation (see examples above; for more see Kravchenko 2017a; Kravchenko and Pasternak, 2018).

Syntagmatic-like relations can be differentiated into two main groups that can be schematically characterised as (a) If A, then B and (b) If B, then A. The first group If A, then B is illustrated by (1–3) when a particular pragmatic device triggers the other/others. For example, the flouting of the cooperative maxims results in conversational implicature, which, in its turn, is often the basis for inferencing the primary illocutionary force. The pragmatic meaning of the second group members If B, then A relies on the subsequent pragmatic context. For example, the conversational strategy of overlap or simultaneous talk (Schegloff, 2000; Drew, 2009) can be differently interpreted either as the convergent/consensual or competitive one depending on the subsequent pragmatic environment. Thus, in (15), the affirming or affiliating meaning of the overlap strategy is triggered by a number of other interconnected strategies of positive politeness, i.e., demonstrating interest, sympathy and sympathetic involvement of one who overlaps.
(15) Well thank you very much f’my Christmas…
     Joa (overlapping a conversation on the word “present”) Oh: pleasure (Drew, 2009, p. 81).

On the contrary, in (16), the same strategy is interpreted as a competitive one due to subsequent face threatening pragmatics, i.e., the acts threatening the positive face of the hearer by expression of implicit (the second part of the overlapping move) and explicit (the first part of overlapping response) disagreements with him.

(16. I don’t see why you wouldn’t want me to —
    ITo talk about something so – so intimate to a complete stranger. Of course I don’t
     want that (Vincenzi, 2006, p. 60).

It is worth underscoring that pragmatic syntagmatic links obey both the conversational-analytical category of conversational relevance and the interactional sociolinguistic concept of contextualisation. According to Gumperz (2003), inferencing is to be understood as members’ procedures for the situated interpreting of conversation on the basis of contextualisation cues or contextualization conventions as the signalling mechanisms used by speakers to indicate how they mean what they say.

The paper addresses the problem of semiotic properties of some pragmatic phenomena coined as sign-like pragmatic devices. The idea of SLPDs is advanced within the framework of the semiotic approach about a few orders of signification and two levels of connotation, added by a concept of a situation as an utterance’s signified, which encompasses, besides the denotative, modal, social, evaluative and other facets that may be isomorphic to the signified situation. The notion of SLPDs is also supported by the idea of conventionality as not the only criterion when deciding on the sign nature of a certain phenomenon as well as by the concept of the connotative, i.e., pragmatic, meaning as the cultural-coded phenomena based on the communicators’ gained social rules.

The data were selected according to the criterion of dispreference of a particular type of speech situations involving the situations of disagreement, refusal, rejection of advice, requests, suggestions, which are potentially face threatening and, thus, implying the embarrassing patterns of behaviour. Based on explanatory tools provided by the face and politeness theory, speech acts theory, Grice’s and neo-Gricean inferential pragmatics added by conversational-analytical approach to investigation of dispreferred speech moves, the paper identified and interpreted sign-like pragmatic devices from the viewpoint of their significative, pragmatic and formal-structural properties.

The study reached four major findings. First, in their significative properties, sign-like pragmatic devices are specified as the particular signs, associated with a connotative signified of the embarrassing and psychologically sensitive type of situations. SLPDs bear features of both indexicality as they regularly evoke the same connotated attribute of the situation and the iconic motivation since the awkwardness of the situation iconically involves the quantitative accumulation of pragmatic devices with a complicated inference process. Second, in their pragmatic manifestations, SLPDs involve negative politeness strategies, cooperative maxims flouting, conversational implicatures, illocution of indirect speech acts, regularly associated with the meaning of awkwardness as their common situational connotatum. Third, in their formal-structural properties, SLPDs are arranged by the similar linguistic markers: hesitation pauses, pre-sequencing, apologising, self-corrections, pseudo-consents before disagreement, means of indirectness, hedging, mitigation, etc. Fourth, the similarity of signifying functions and structural design explain two types of links between sign-like pragmatic
devices: interchangeability when designating the same connotative signified as well as sequential (linear) triggering of some units by others, represented by two types of relationships: If A, then B type, constituted by SLPDs, triggering the subsequent pragmatic phenomena, and If B, then A type, when SLPDs are triggered (reinterpreted) by the subsequent pragmatic phenomena in line with the principles of conversational relevance and contextualisation.

The results of the research can be applied both in the pragmatic and semiotic framework. From the semiotic viewpoint, the idea of semiotic properties of particular pragmatic phenomena may contribute to the problem of the situational denotatum and connotatum as well as to the deepening the knowledge about the indexical and iconic types of the sign motivation. In the framework of discourse studies, the idea of SLPDs may be perspective for interpretation of institutional values and ideologies connotated by an invariant set of pragmatic devices as well as for studying the SLPDs function in indexing the particular discursive/institutional identity. From the linguo-culturological approach, promising is the idea of isomorphism between stereotypically applied sets of pragmatic devices and cultural codes of politeness, cooperation, indirectness, etc.
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